Variations in cellular sensitivity to glucocorticoids: observations and mechanisms.
The spectrum of physiological, pathological, and genetic variations in sensitivity to glucocorticoids is reviewed. The receptor for these hormones is common to most mammalian tissues, and yet the responses are widely divergent. Although there may be differences in the receptors to account for some of this diversity, it is likely that it is largely due to cellular programming not involving the receptors. In addition to the intertissue differences in sensitivity, it is also clear that intra-tissue differences occur. The greatest amount of information has been accumulated with lymphoid cell systems and there are sensitivity differences to specific responses such as cell killing or effects on immunological functions. In these systems, there can be major variations in either the extent of the response (e. g., from mild growth inhibition to cellular killing) or whether any effect is observed. Further, dose requirements for certain responses can vary by several orders of magnitude. Within a given tissue there may be developmental changes in sensitivity that are not due to obvious changes in the receptor, and decreased sensitivity with aging that in some cases has been associated with changes in receptor binding activity. Finally, the cellular sensitivity can either be influenced by hormones and other factors that affect the ability of the glucocorticoid to elicit a particular response (in a synergistic or antagonistic manner), or the same function regulated by the glucocorticoid can be inducible by the steroid, appearing some time after administration of the steroid and disappearing after steroid removal. Genetic variations in sensitivity to glucocorticoids also occur. In humans these may be generalized, affecting glucocorticoid action in all responsive tissues, and could be important in the pathogenesis of certain diseases. Perhaps the most striking genetic alterations, however, are observed in cultured lymphoid and fibroblastic cells and in acute lymphoblastic leukaemia cells ordinarily growth inhibited or killed by the glucocorticoid. Mutant cell lines arise that are highly resistant and most of these have abnormalities in the glucocorticoid receptor. In some cases binding activity is totally lost, easily expalining the resistance. In other cases, there is a more modest reduction in binding or a change in receptor properties that give it increased or decreased nuclear and DNA binding activity. An analysis of these cell lines suggests that many of the defects are in some receptor property presently not understood that makes the receptor ineffective rather than the defect being due to the quantitative changes in receptor levels detected. The frequency of emergence of steroid-resistant cells can vary widely from about 10(-5) in S49 cells to less than 10(-8) in certain thymic cell lines...